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A review of materials for spectral design coatings in signature
management applications
Kent E Andersson*a, Christina Åkerlindb
a
Finnish National Defence University/Swedish National Defence College, Box 278 05, SE-115 93
Stockholm, Sweden; bSwedish Defence Research Agency SE-581 11 Linköping, Sweden
ABSTRACT
The current focus in Swedish policy towards national security and high-end technical systems, together with a rapid
development in multispectral sensor technology, adds to the utility of developing advanced materials for spectral design
in signature management applications. A literature study was performed probing research databases for advancements.
Qualitative text analysis was performed using a six-indicator instrument: spectrally selective reflectance; low gloss; low
degree of polarization; low infrared emissivity; non-destructive properties in radar and in general controllability of
optical properties. Trends are identified and the most interesting materials and coating designs are presented with
relevant performance metrics. They are sorted into categories in the order of increasing complexity: pigments and paints,
one-dimensional structures, multidimensional structures (including photonic crystals), and lastly biomimic and
metamaterials. The military utility of the coatings is assessed qualitatively. The need for developing a framework for
assessing the military utility of incrementally increasing the performance of spectrally selective coatings is identified.
Keywords: Spectral Design, Signature Management, Camouflage, Military Utility, Military-Technology, Coating

1. INTRODUCTION
1

In Swedish defense policy focus has again widened from the focus in recent years on force protection in asymmetric
expeditionary scenarios, to include national security. Military capabilities are assessed to be evolving towards high-end
technology and a need for more competent personnel - at the cost of volume. In turn, fewer and more expensive
platforms mean an increased interest in effect, of course, but also mobility. Mobility is often achieved by decreasing
weight at the expense of less armor and the decreasing force protection capability is in turn compensated for with active
Electronic Warfare systems and camouflage and deception means – i.e. systems for Signature Management. In parallel
there is rapid development in multispectral sensor technology and a proliferation among non-state actors of advanced
optronic, infrared and microwave sensors - increasing the threat to Swedish Armed Forces in international operations.2
Both factors add to the utility of developing new more effective solutions for signature management. The need to
camouflage soldiers is high in any event, and the requirement to conduct both expeditionary missions and be prepared
for national protection scenarios drives the need for adaptive signatures of platforms and hence the need for Signature
Management Technology (SMT).
Any property, or a combination of properties, of an object, that makes it distinguishable from its immediate background
by a sensor defines the object signature.3 However, this study is limited to the signature originating from electromagnetic
interaction with the surface of an object. In addition, now that the need for SMT increasingly includes the infrared
spectrum, there is a great demand for solutions meeting the requirements from visible through to long wavelength
thermal infrared regions simultaneously. Furthermore, the need to adapt the signature to the full range of missions, in
*
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international as well as naational scenarios, also increeases the ben
nefit of controollable signatuures. The ability to activelyy
mbat vehicle, is thus sought after, but very
y limited.
control – mulltispectrally – the signature of an object, such as a com
Spectral desig
ign is the abillity to create a desired specctral optical response
r
from
m a surface in favor of the application of
interest by chhoosing suitabble materials and structurees. The techniique is used in
i several military applicaations: e.g. thee
optical filter on head-up displays,
d
laserr protective coatings
c
on op
ptics and heatt radiation coontrol. When using spectraal
MT purposes the objective is to tune thee spectral app
pearance of ann object in suppport of milittary tactics. Inn
design for SM
some contextts a military object shouldd be seen, e.gg. for show of force or forr deception. T
The most chaallenging casee,
however, is camouflage,
c
i.e. trying to minimize
m
the contrast betw
ween an objectt and its imm
mediate backgrround in thosee
parts of the spectrum
s
wheere the threat sensors are sensitive.
s
Thu
us, the militaryy effectivenesss of SMT is related to thee
threat sensor capability and is often meaasured in disttance to detecction or time before
b
detectioon. Meanwhille, emission inn
o
for emission of thhe excessive hheat.4
the remainderr of the spectrrum should, iff possible, be optimized

Figure 1. The illustrationn is a model of the spectral design
d
leg of a signature mannagement process seen as a baalancing of
needs andd design choicess in several actiivities at differeent system levels. When designning a capabilitty, spectral desiign utilizes
materials with favorable properties too obtain desireed structural properties
p
of suurfaces in a teechnical system
m. System
engineerinng activities baalance surface properties
p
with other design measures
m
to obtaain a desired obbject signature.. When the
object hass been integrateed into a capabiility, with propeer techniques an
nd procedures for
f its use, desirred signature measures
m
of
effectivenness could be achieved.
a
Ultim
mately proper taactical utilizatio
on of the system
m’s capability ggives effective support to
accomplissh the missionn militarily. Only
O
then doees spectral dessign have millitary utility. W
When analyzin
ng system
requiremeents, the process is traversed inn the other direcction.

However, thee signature off an object in a real environnment is comp
plex. Apart frrom the surfacce, reflectancee and specularr
properties, it also dependss on several factors
f
such as
a the size off the object, the
t wavelengtth of the inciident light, itss
polarization, and also onn shadows annd atmospherric phenomen
na. In order to design thhe signature and possiblee
a of System
ms Engineerinng, the requiirements proccess has to start with the object in itss
controllabilityy, with the aid
operational environment.
e
T aim is too give the sysstem designerss the freedom
The
m to optimize the signaturee by balancingg
construction methods withh chosen surfface properties.3 Here one must also baalance signatuure managemeent with otherr
protection meeasures, such as physical annd electronic warfare proteection.5 Finallyy, for a signatture managem
ment system too
have real military value yoou must know your signaturre; you must have
h
a tacticall concept for hhow to use it and
a the abilityy
m with signatuure managem
ment capabilityy,
to adapt it rappidly to the tactical situationn. Thus the prrocess of designing a system
starting from
m a spectral deesign activity, is a complexx one and is captured
c
in Fiigure 1. Turniing the process around, thee
figure also illlustrates the equally
e
compllex process off formulating relevant
r
requiirements for sspectral design
n and materiaal
properties.
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Research into materials with the potential to be used in spectral design for SMT applications in the optical and thermal
spectra is extensive. Apart from the military applications, it covers smart textiles, solar energy, “cool roofs”, decorative
coatings, heat control of satellites etc. By exploiting these advances in the future, it may be possible to use spectral
design to satisfy the new survivability requirements of signature management.
The work presented in this paper is a first effort in adding a military-technological perspective to spectral design for
signature management, i.e. to assess the military utility. The aim is to review what types of materials and coating
techniques are available for spectral design purposes and to get a rough idea what their utility is for SMT. Firstly, there is
an introduction of terminology used and the desired characteristics of a spectral design coating. In order to limit and to
focus the survey the use case is multispectral optical camouflage, i.e. reducing the contrast with the background. In the
next section of the paper results are presented and discussed. Finally a summary of results, conclusions and a discussion
on future work are presented.
1.1 Terminology and Physical quantities
Electromagnetic radiation (light) of some wavelength, λ, incident on an optically thin coating (thin film) is reflected,
absorbed or transmitted, hence I(λ)=R(λ)+A(λ)+T(λ)=100%, where I(λ) is the intensity of the incident light , R(λ) is the
reflectance, A(λ) is the absorptance and T(λ) is the transmittance. If Maxwell´s equations are used to solve the boundary
problem of a propagating wave at the surface between two media the Fresnel reflection coefficients are obtained,
=

1 cos
1 cos

−
+

0 cos
0 cos

0 cos
0 cos

=

,

−
+

1 cos
1 cos
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∗

(1)

where is the reflection coefficient for light polarized parallel and for light polarized perpendicular to the plane of
incidence, respectively. These expressions show the relationship between the observable reflectance of a surface and
optical properties, since
= n1+ik1 is the complex refractive index of the coating material and
is that of the ambient
air. In a dielectric (non-absorbing) material the refractive index is real valued.
is the angle of incidence to the

surface normal and

is the angle to the normal for refracted, transmitted, light.

Light reflected from a smooth surface, like a mirror, is specular, i.e. the angle of reflection is the same as the angle of
incidence. Light reflected from a rough surface is diffuse, i.e. scattered in all directions. In SMT context the former
surface is denoted glossy and the latter as low gloss.
If the x- and y- components of the electric field vector of a light wave propagating in z-direction are completely
correlated the light is said to be totally polarized. If there is no correlation the light is said to be unpolarized, like from
the sun or ordinary lamps.6 Polarization features arise from the geometrical orientation, shape, shading and roughness of
an object surface. In general, man-made objects with smooth surfaces have more defined polarization signatures than
natural objects and tend to take on a polarized component in reflected or emitted radiation.7 The ratio between the
intensity of polarized light and the total intensity of light irradiated from a surface is denoted the Degree of Polarization
(DoP).6
The radiaton emitted from a perfect blackbody, i.e. a surface emitting maximum possible energy, depends on wavelength
and the absolute surface temperature T of an object. It is expressed through Planck´s radiation law as the spectral radiant
exitance, Ebb(λ,T), through
( , )=

5

(

1
2

(Wm-2μm-1)
−1)
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(2)

where c1 and c2 are radiationn constants, c1 = 3,7418 x 10
1 8 Wm-2μm4 and c2 = 1,4388 x 104 μm K
K. In practice most surfacess
8
are not blackk and hence are called gray
g
bodies. The Emittance of a surfaace is obtainned by integraating over alll
wavelengths for a specificc temperaturee. The ratio between a surfface gray boddy emittance and that of a blackbody iss
denoted Emisssivity, . Hennce, by designning the surfacce emissivity it is possible to tune an obbjects apparen
nt temperaturee
to that of the background.
1.2 Desired characteristiics for coatinggs in multispectral low sig
gnature appliications
From the deffinition of siggnature we finnd that it is partly defined by the sensitivity spectrum
m of the threaat sensor. Onee
justification for
f the researrch is, howeveer, that sensoors are becom
ming increasinggly multispecctral and hencce we will noot
limit our interest to particuular parts of thhe electromagnnetic spectrum
m from the sennsor sensitivitty point of vieew. The aim iss
bination of inncident solar rradiation and
d thermal selffto design coaatings that coontrol emissioons resulting from a comb
emitted radiaation. We willl, however, assume that the
t sensors are
a used at suuch a distancce that the atttenuation andd
scattering of electromagneetic radiation from
f
the objecct, due to inteeraction with molecules
m
or aerosols in th
he atmospheree,
m. From this point of view
w it is useful to discuss thee
greatly affectt the detectedd intensity in some parts off the spectrum
optical propeerties of specttrally selectivee coatings in four wavelen
ngth regions; the UV-VIS--NIR region 0.2-2.5μm,
0
thee
MWIR-regionn 3-5μm, the LWIR
L
8-14μm
m and the radaar region >1m
mm.8,9 The situuation is illusttrated in Figurre 2 below.

Figure 2. The picture to
t the left illusstrates a typicall detection/cam
mouflage scenarrio. The right uupper diagram shows the
blackboddy radiation spectra of the illluminating sun, the target exh
haust and a sooldier respectiveely. The middlle diagram
shows thhe transmittancee spectra of the atmosphere. The atmosphericc “windows” iddentified for dettection; VIS, NIIR, MWIR
and LWIIR are indicatedd in the lower diagram
d
togetheer with the “ideeal” emission sppectra of a coatting used to cam
mouflage a
ground taarget in the situuation depicted.

In the UV-VIIS-NIR regionn the electrom
magnetic radiattion from an object
o
is domiinated by refleected light from the sun, thee
moon, the staars or from ann artificial lighht source. In thhis interval it is, therefore, relevant to sttudy the materrials reflectivee
properties. Now, the sensoors in UV-VIS
S-NIR are senssitive to specttral variations in the detecteed radiation, e.g.
e the humann
maging devicee such as a cam
mera. Therefoore, low signaature requires the
t reflectancce of an objectt surface to bee
eye or any im
spectrally adaapted to that of the object background. Our first chaaracteristic of a potentially good coating
g for signaturee
management purposes is, therefore,
t
specctrally selectiive reflectancee, close to thaat of the backgground. This usually
u
meanss
10–12
% and RNIR(blackk) : 5-10% in accordance w
with earlier stu
udies.
Thee
RVIS <15%, RNIR(green) : 455-60%, RNIR(brrown) : 10-25%
background response
r
indiccated in Figuree 2 is chlorophhyll-like in VIIS-NIR.
There are, however, a furthher two param
meters to take into
i
account in
n the UV-VIS
S-NIR region. A glossy surfface reveals ann
object regardless of spectraal adaptabilityy. Hence a seccond required characteristic is low gloss.33(p83)
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Furthermore, there are reports of development in Spectropolarimetric imaging. These sensors are sensitive to the
polarization state of light irradiated from a surface, in addition to spectral intensity, and show potential for more robust
detection of objects in a complex and cluttered environment.7 Low degree of polarization is, therefore, proposed as a
third characteristic.
In the MWIR or LWIR regions the electromagnetic radiation from an object is dominated by its own thermal radiation,
which is why it is relevant to study material emissivity in this part of the spectrum. The emissivity of naturally occurring
backgrounds, such as vegetation, rock or sand is almost always higher than man-made objects, especially those made of
metal. However, since the objects we would like to camouflage are often hotter than their surroundings, this is usually a
good thing. The apparent thermal contrast with the background stays small. Low infrared emissivity is, therefore,
considered to be a fourth characteristic of low signature materials in this study. This value can easily be increased as
needed and in this work an emissivity of about 0.4-0.6 is considered to be acceptable, in accordance with, for example,
Hallberg et al.10(p7)
In the radar wavelength region a target is detected by illuminating the object and detecting the reflected energy. A
signature management coating for optical wavelengths must therefore not interfere with the targets spectral design for
radar wavelengths.13 In most applications this means the reflectance of the coating should be very low. This can be
achieved by making the coating very thin and transmissive, deposited on top of a radar absorbing coating, or by using a
material with high absorption. In some use cases, however, the radar reflectance should instead be high, e.g. when
deposited on the cockpit glass dome of a combat aircraft.† Our fifth indicator of a low signature coating material relates
to the radar spectrum and, due to the contradicting requirements of different applications, the indicator is formulated as
non-destructive properties.
From the arguments above we find that, in order to be really useful, the signature system of a mobile military object has
to be adaptable to environment, background, weather, threat level and mission. One way of meeting these demands is to
use exchangeable skins, camouflage nets, uniforms etc. If, however, the need to change signature is within the
framework of a mission, the situation requires the surface coating to have adjustable optical properties. Hence, our sixth
characteristic of a coating for signature management purposes is controllability at optical wavelengths. Hitherto sensors
have not been very selective, spectrally, in the thermal infrared part of the spectra, but there is a development towards
multiband detectors.

2. METHOD AND LITERATURE
The survey was conducted as a literature search followed by a qualitative assessment of utility, using the six
characteristics of a coating for multispectral optical SMT identified above as indicators. The databases Web of Science,
Scopus, CSA and SPIE were chosen and probed for articles.‡ Articles were excluded if their focus was clearly on other
phenomena, properties or applications than those of interest to this study, or if the article focused on measurement
techniques. In a first iteration the exclusion criteria were applied to titles and in a second to abstracts. Publically
available research reports with experimental data from the Swedish Defence Research Agency, FOI, are considered of

If the glass dome were to transmit radar wavelengths the inside of the cockpit would make an effective radar reflector. A thin
metallic film on the glass surface reflects radar waves in all directions but transmits visible light.

†

‡

Modifications of the following search string was used: (review OR characterisation OR measurement*) AND (reflect* OR ”low
emissive*” OR dielectric OR diffuse OR lambertian OR ”low gloss” OR infrared OR IR OR TIR OR optical OR tunable OR adapt*)
AND (chromogenic* OR ”thermo chromic” OR ”electro chromic” OR multilayer OR metamaterial* OR pigment* OR polymer* OR
”nano composite*” OR tailor*) AND (surface* OR coating* OR material* OR structure*) AND (BRDF OR scatterometry OR
camouflage OR ”signature management”).
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scientific quaality and are used if relevaant. Review articles,
a
writteen by establisshed researchhers in the resspective fieldss
studied, weree used to narroow the scope of
o the survey back
b
in time.

3. RESULT
TS AND DIISCUSSION
N
Designs for spectrally
s
seleective coatinggs can be divvided into two
o categories, paints
p
and pigments or peeriodic surfacee
structures.14(pp18) The latterr are further divided
d
into subcategories
s
in order of increasing coomplexity: on
ne-dimensionaal
structures, muultidimensionnal structures (including
(
phootonic crystalss), and lastly biomimic
b
and metamaterials.
3.1 Paints an
nd pigments

Figure 3. In the middle thhere is an illusttration of a typical paint coatin
ng system and possible
p
interacttions with lightt. The paint
o a mixture of pigments
p
in a binder applied too a substrate. To
o the left and riight pigments oof different com
mplexity are
consists of
depicted.

As an introduuction15 to paiint coating sysstems, they geenerally consiist of pigmentts and a bindeer on a substraate, see Figuree
3, and the piggment materiaal, the particlee size, the parrticle shape an
nd the paint binder
b
are all important parrameters whenn
designing its spectral propperties. Apart from absorptiion within thee coating and reflection at the boundariees, the particlee
size and shappe affect the opptical responsse of a materiaal through bacckscattering, a phenomenonn commonly used in spectraal
design of VIS
S-NIR spectraally selective coatings.
c
The emission from
m the surface due to backsccattering will increase if thee
ratio betweenn the refractive index of thee particles andd of the binderr increases. Consequently, iin order to bee able to adjusst
the paint propperties with a suitable mix of
o pigments, binders
b
should
d also exhibit as low absorpption as possib
ble throughouut
the region off interest. Of course
c
the binnder must alsoo provide adheesion to the suubstrate (not a requirementt in temporaryy
paints), protect the pigmennts and preservve their infrareed properties.
R spectral desiign coatings aand addressed
d some of thee
In 1993 Wakke and Bradyy summarized developmentt in VIS-NIR
15
challenges off extending sppectral requireements to the Thermal IR region
r
(TIR). They statedd that the tradiitional organicc
and inorganicc pigments used to damp reeflectance in VIS
V cannot bee used, since they
t
also absoorb TIR and th
hus cause highh
emissivity. Frrom extensivee experiments they learnt thhat exploiting scattering froom large pigm
ment particles is restricted inn
TIR. The sizee needed wouuld risk makinng a coating “vvisibly coarsee and would afffect color unniformity, dirt retention, andd
other importaant performannce propertiees”15,16 A posssible approacch, Wake & Brady concluude, is to usse metal flakee
pigments, e.gg. aluminum, which provide strong reeflection acro
oss the visiblee and infrareed spectrum. Flaked metaal
pigments are chosen over particle
p
shapeed ones since they maintain
n high reflectiivity when com
mpounded in a film, due too
their relativelly large flat suurfaces.
Hallberg et al.
a pick up on this line of sttudy comparinng different ty
ypes of pigmeent for low em
missive appliccations10. Theyy
study highly reflective Al,
A Ag and Cu flake pigm
ments, uncoateed or coated with dielectrrics. However, since thesee
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materials also are highly reflective in VIS, they conclude that, unfortunately, these types of pigments reduce the
camouflage performance in the visible part of the spectrum. An anti-reflectance treated TiO2/Au/TiO2 flake pigment was
also produced using magnetron sputtering and dividing the thin film into flakes when removed from the substrate. A
paint meet transmittance requirements in VIS, but not low emittance requirements. Hallberg et al. conclude that among
pure metal pigments, only Al, in combination with polymer-based binders, gives acceptably low emissivity. They report
that the most probable explanation is that Al naturally forms a stable oxide protecting it from deteriorating chemical
reactions with the binder. Furthermore, the level of emissivity can be adjusted easily by tuning the Al flake density in the
paint. A semiconductor like Si is heavily absorbent of wavelengths shorter than the bandgap wavelength, for Si this is
below 1.1μm. Hence, it looks black in VIS and can be used to lower reflectivity.
A study of the use of metal-coated cenospheres as pigments in low emissive paints was conducted by Hedborg Karlsson
& Hallberg et al.10,17,18 A cenosphere is an inert and hollow sphere consisting of silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide.
Coated spheres showed much the same properties as the respective metal powder in both VIS and IR, but when mixed
with a binder the absorption in LWIR was much too high. One hypothesis was that the spheres fell to the bottom of the
paint.§ The need for a new binder or a more inert metal coating was identified. The conductivity of the Al-coated
cenospheres was, however, found to be lower than that of corresponding metal pigments, which is why the authors
expect the radar transmittance to be better. Metal flakes have a tendency to agglomerate and thus cause high reflectivity
in RR.**
A large portion of the hits from the database search for developments in recent years in pigments with NIR-reflecting
properties concern the roofing industry and originate from an interest in producing “cool roofs” for energy saving
purposes. Researchers report coatings with pigments yielding different colors while still exhibiting NIR-reflectance in
the 70-90% range.19–24 The substrates are generally clay and the coatings are applied through engobing.
In the military sector there is great interest in lowering the signature of soldiers in the VIS-NIR wavelength region where
night vision goggles are becoming a high volume threat.2,25–32 The blending of artificial and natural fibers in fabric for
modern uniforms normally gives NIR-reflectance that is too high when compared to natural background,33 which is why
new pigments are being developed for lowering NIR-reflectivity, such as NIR-absorbing Vat dyes.34 Washing, though,
seems to deteriorate performance if using textile printing techniques and paste with low emissive pigments.
Incorporating pigments in the polymer fiber at the fiber forming process, however, seems to be feasible since this can be
combined with textile printing with reactive dyes for VIS-NIR performance.
Mao et al. recently presented emissivity as low as 0.63 in coated cotton fabric using pigments of Al and La doped ZnO.35
In another report Mao et al. show a lowering of the cotton fabric emissivity using a coating with W-doped VO2 pigments.
They were also able to show that this kind of fabric changed emissivity spontaneously with changes of ambient
temperature.36 Mao et al. suggest using both coatings on uniforms for infrared camouflage. No other indicator
characteristics than LWIR emissivity is reported. There are no comments on degradation due to wear and tear. Pigments
with chromogenic properties would be of interest for the desired controllability aspect of surfaces. There are also reports
on TC-pigments being characterized.36,37 This development is of interest in spectral design for thermal control purposes,
especially on simple lightweight systems like uniforms.
Wake and Brady reported on the impact of binders in paint coating systems in 1993 and suggest selecting pigments with
refractive indices and particle size and shape that scatter light effectively in bands where resins absorb.15 Resins and
binders with weak absorption in parts of TIR of interest have been studied by several researchers: e.g. polyvinylidene

§

Personal comm. with Thomas Hallberg 12-08-2014

**

Ibid
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fluoride38; dimethyl silicone resins39; inorganic silicate oligomers-form polymers40; polyurethanes, vinyl polymers,
silicone polymers, epoxy resins, polyethylene and chlorinated polyolefine41.
There are also a few studies that have reported on complete paint coating systems for optically multispectral SMT. These
results can serve as a snapshot of current developments. The reported performance of these coatings, filtered using the
six-indicator instrument, is presented in table 1. Note that the pigments used are based on Al flakes. Hallberg et al.
comment on the binder that “except for the IR reflective pigment and the binder, the paint should include many other
ingredients or additives which will improve various properties of the paint, such as: solvent (water), thickener,
coalescent, dispersing agent, antifoaming agent, extender, anticorrosion agent, and different kinds of color pigments for
the visual camouflage” and that these additives seem to increase the emissivity of a paint by about 10%.10 Hedborg
Karlsson et al. point out that the infrared reflectance is higher for the paint than for its individual components. 42 The
authors also considered the adhesion of their paint to be insufficient. The best combination of visible and TIR properties
is reported by Shen et al. using a relatively complex Al based flake pigment. They are coated with SiO2 in order to
prevent them oxidizing, which would otherwise increase the pigment emissivity. The high visible reflectivity of Al/SiO2
is reduced by depositing metal oxides, ferro-cyanide and pure metal on the surface. None of the studies, however, reports
on all the characteristics considered of interest for spectral design coatings in this review.
Table 1. The three best performing paints identified in the survey compared to desired characteristics.
Coating syst.
Desired:

18 µm Al, flake, in water
solvable polymethyle acrylate,
(Hallberg et al. 2005)10
10-20
Al, flake, in
PEDOT:PSS, (Hedborg
Karlsson et al. 2007)42
Al/SiO2/Fe2O3/FeO
/Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3/Cr2O3/Cr,
coated flake, in Appretan®
N96101, (Shen et al. 2012) 43

RVIS-NIR

Gloss

DoP

Emissivity

RR

RVIS <15,
RNIR(g.) 45-60,
RNIR(br.) 10-25,
RNIR(bl.) 5-10%
“Green”

Low

Low

0.4-0.6

Non
destruct.
(low RRR)

Controllabil
ity
Switchable
in near real
time

N.R.

N.R.

EMWIR 0.4
ELWIR 0.5

TRR(X)
>70%

In design
phase

RNIR 50-70%

N.R.

N.R.

0.2-0.3

N.R.

In design
phase

RVIS <15,
RNIR(g.) 55%
(0.38~1.2µm)

N.R.

N.R.

ELWIR
0.51-0.55

N.R.

In design
phase

N.R. = Not reported

Summing up, the paint coating system remains an important area for research. There is currently an interest in
multispectral aspects, such as: advanced pigments for low emissivity and selective properties in VIS-NIR, binders with
little absorption in MWIR and LWIR and printing techniques for textiles.
3.2 One-dimensional structures
Moving from paints with pigments to coatings with layers of deposited optical films, we find other techniques and
applications. Results from research in solar energy applications are assessed to be of particular interest since many of the
challenges in techniques and processing are the same as in signature management, and even some of the desired
characteristics in coatings are similar.
C.G. Granqvist sorts spectrally selective coatings into four categories: Low heat transfer (high T/AVIS+NIR, high RTIR);
Solar control (high TVIS, high RNIR+TIR); Smart Windows (Adaptable R/T) and Passive cooling (Low RTIR).44 From the
respective design criteria we find the second and third categories of primary interest in this study.
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Multilayer interference coatings for solar control are traditionally based on thin semi-transparent noble metal films
deposited on glass substrates, embedded between oxide films of high refractive indices for antireflection and atmospheric
protection purposes.45 Durability is known to be a problem. Exchanging the metal film for metal nitrides, such as TiN or
ZrN, is an option studied by Andersson et al. A RVIS of <20%, a RNIR 20-70% was reported.46,47 From reported data the
emissivity is assessed to be in the 0.2-0.4 range. The films are specular and the polarization and radar-transmission are
not known. Hallberg et al. have, however, demonstrated a possible method of exploiting the properties of multilayer
coatings in signature management applications, despite the gloss, by removing the coating from the substrate and
breaking it up into pigments.10 However, the high RNIR of the Au-pigment could not be achieved in the resulting paint.
Nevertheless, pending the reasons for insufficient performance in the paint formulated by Hallberg et al. it would be
interesting to investigate other highly IR-reflective, more stable, multilayer coatings used as pigments.
Efforts to achieve adaptable signatures in near real time make electro-chromic (EC) switching especially interesting
since this phenomenon makes the optical performance of a surface controllable by using an electric signal. TC-coatings
are undoubtedly of interest for spectral design purposes in heat control. Chemical switching48 and other switching
phenomena could of course add to the knowledge of switching mechanisms for controllability, but have to be omitted
from this survey because of a lack of space. In a paper on recent advances in chromogenics in 200949 Granqvist et al
report on EC-coatings for fenestration applications with considerable controllable transmittance intervals. They present a
short overview of designing EC devices for fenestration purposes, consolidated in Table 2 below. Their latest results
concern a polyester (PET) foil device, indicated in bold. The substrates were sputter coated and the final device was
0.4mm thick and flexible. The mid-luminous transmittance, ΔT, is reported to be 55% with maximum transmittance
around 70%, and the time from colored to bleached state is about 30s. For this paper it is interesting to note that RVIS
switches between 8 and approximately 15%. RNIR is 30% at its maximum at around 2μm. In a later review50 Granqvist
reports on different EC-designs commercially available, with pros and cons, indicating that EC-switching technology has
become mature for solar energy applications. A few years earlier some challenges in producing high quality devices on a
large scale were reported.49
Table 2. An overview of designs for EC fenestration devices, based on advances reported by Granqvist et al 2009
(Their own latest device in bold).
Layer
#
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

Function

Alternatives for fenestration49

Substrate
Transparent
conductor, electrode
Ion Storage layer/EC

Flexible Polyester (PET) foil, Glass
In2O3:Sn (i.e. ITO), heavily doped oxide semiconductors such as ZnO:Al, ZnO:Ga, or
SnO2:F. And possibly Metal-based coatings, carbon nanotubes or graphene
“Many”, but IrO2 and NiO are of recent interest. IrO2 is expensive but has good ECproperties after dilution with cheaper Ta2O5. NiO-based films mixed with wide band gap
oxides, such as MgO or Al2O3, is an option.
“Many”, including polymers with ion conduction due to added salts, ionic liquids, and
hydrous oxides exhibiting proton conduction
WO3

Ion conducting
electrolyte
Electro Chromic
layer (EC)
Transparent
conductor, electrode
Substrate

See layer 2
See layer 1

Chandrasekhar et al.51–53, and others54, have presented different EC-devices with performance of interest to signature
management in IR and for heat control of spacecraft. Using various parameters Chandrasekhar et al. demonstrate how
their EC-devices can be tailored for optimized performance in specifically the MWIR and LWIR windows.51 “This is
seen in practical Conducting Polymer devices in the form of thin (<0.5 mm), flexible, entirely solid-state, variable area
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(1cm2 to 1m2) flat panels. Typical properties include: very high reflectance variation; switching times <2 s.”55 The
MWIR emissivity can be varied between approximately 0.55 and 0.8 and the LWIR emissivity can be varied between
approximately 0.3 and 0.85.
The reflectance phenomena exploited in the materials presented so far have originated from boundaries. There are,
however, some materials with lattice resonances, phonons, in the infrared part of the spectrum caused by light interacting
with ion-pair dipoles. These quasi-particles are called Polaritons to separate them from ordinary lattice vibrations and
hence the materials are called polar materials. To conclude, this is a bulk phenomenon and the optical consequence is an
interval of high reflectance. In the literature this interval is known as the Reststrahlen band or the Polaritonic bandgap56.
Sigalas et al. studied GaAs, but there are many materials exhibiting reststrahlen bands (see, for example, the Handbook
of Optics 57), though not that many in that part of IR of interest.
Beryllium Oxide (BeO) and Boron Nitride (BN) are two examples. They have reststrahlen bands resulting in high
reflectance in the 9.5-15μm and the 8-9.5μm regions respectively. Ribbing showed in 1993 that a 2.5μm layer of BeO on
BN could result in a coating with low emissivity, lower than 0.2 on average, covering the width of the LWIR
atmospheric window58. Later the use of BeO in radar domes was suggested.59 This use would exploit the low emissivity,
the off-band high emissivity and the excellent heat conducting properties – to reduce the probability of detection from IR
sensors – combined with the electrical insulating properties allowing radar transmittance. The reflectance is diffuse and
in the 80% range.59 Since the safe deposition of a thin film of BeO on a substrate “is not a trivial problem”58, Ribbing et
al. also suggest an alternative solution. A 0.83μm thin layer of Silicon is reported as being deposited on BeO in order to
maximize the reflectivity on the short wavelength side of the low emissivity band. The resulting emittance is reported to
be 0.1.59
Högström et al.60,61 have also studied the coexistence of polaritonic and structure bandgaps in a multi-layer Si/SiO2 onedimensional photonic crystal produced using Chemical Vapor Deposition. Silicon was used as a high index dielectric and
SiO2 was used as a low index dielectric. In addition SiO2 has a reststrahlen band in the 8-9.3μm wavelength range. It was
shown that the two bandgap phenomena can be combined and that the polaritonic gap can either be strengthened or made
to vanish by choice of periodic structure.47 It is even possible to combine the two materials in a coating design to give
low emittance in both atmospheric windows, 0.24 in MWIR and 0.38 in TIR, exploiting the structure gap for the former
and the polaritonic gap for the latter.58 In between the windows the emissivity is mostly above 0.7. The polaritonic gap
reflectance is reported to be robust, while the structure gap reflectance is sensitive to angle of incidence. The structure
reflectance moves to shorter wavelengths and the polaritonic reflectance widens with angle of incidence.62
Lately rather complex structured bandgap materials have been reported. Zhao et al. report on the possible performance of
a one-dimensional, two defect modes, photonic crystal based on principles of Distributed Bragg Reflector microcavity††.
The structure was modeled with the MWIR and LWIR-transparent materials, PbTe and Na3AlF6, as high refractive index
and low refractive index materials respectively. This way it is possible to obtain a photon inhibiting, highly reflective,
band cross the 1-20μm spectrum. At the same time, at 1.06μm and 10.6μm, the two microcavities cause spectral
transmittance greater than 96%, i.e. at military laser wavelengths. The authors conclude that this performance will satisfy
laser and infrared stealth in NIR, MWIR and LWIR.63 The material is far from being put to use, but the results show the
potential in this line of development.
Ribbing, however, explains that some promising results have been accomplished using photonic crystal as a component
in a Multi-Spectral Camouflage Coating (MSCC) for ground applications as well as for aircraft applications‡‡. Nordin

††
‡‡

Defects in the periodic structure designed to be resonators at a very specific wavelength
Personal communication, Professor Carl-Gustaf Ribbing, June 2014
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reported on this at a Swedish seminar on signature management in 2012.64§§ MSCC is a 2mm thick rubber-like decal in
three layers, supplied by the meter. The bottom layer is for radar absorption, the middle layer is for IR and the topmost
layer is for VIS and NIR. Decals of the MSCC are cut from the roll and glued directly to the surface of the platform. The
presentation did not include performance details other than that the IR layer design is based on photonic crystal and that
it has proved to be transparent for radar wavelengths. Results from characterization would be interesting.
Summing up, one-dimensional structures, i.e. multilayer coatings, have at least three directions of development.
Multilayer interference coatings are used to tailor bands of maximum reflectance or transmittance, and hence is one
approach to better low emissive pigments. Another direction of development is so called bandgap materials, either
natural polaritonic materials, or (periodic) structured bandgap materials. Their advantage is having bands of reflectance
without being electrically conductive. However, it is still not clear how to apply them in a coating system. If applied as a
decal they risk having a strongly angular dependent reflectance. A third direction of development is flexible and
controllable electro-chromic devices utilizing conducting polymers, potentially applied as decals on military platforms.
One-dimensional structures, however, run the risk of being glossy.
3.3 Multidimensional structures
In 1987 Yablonovitch and John published papers on how to control electromagnetic wave propagation in man-made
periodic structures of dielectric media, later called Photonic Crystals (PhC). It was shown that, under certain structural
symmetry conditions and a large enough ratio between refractive indices of the constituent dielectric materials, an energy
band gap appears. The term (optical) band gap is used in analogy with electronic band gaps.65,66 There may be gaps in the
energy band structure of the crystal, meaning that electrons are prevented from propagating with certain energies in
certain directions. If the lattice potential is strong enough, the gap can extend to cover all possible propagation directions,
resulting in a complete band gap. The optical analogue is the PhC, in which the atoms or molecules are replaced by
macroscopic media with differing dielectric constants, and the periodic potential is replaced by a periodic dielectric
function. If the dielectric constants of the materials in the crystal are sufficiently different, and if the absorption of light
by the materials is minimal, then the refractions and reflections of light from all of the various interfaces can produce
many of the same phenomena for photons (light modes) that the atomic potential produces for electrons.67 The optical
consequences are suppression of emission in the crystal and total reflectance of light in a wavelength region determined
by the lattice constant of the structure and with a broadening corresponding to the band gap. One might also note that the
preconditions for constructive interference in multilayer interference coatings and reflectance bands from photonic
crystals show strong analogy. This would be why interference coatings are sometimes also called one-dimensional
photonic crystals or structured band gap materials. Thus, a naïve approach to the theory of 3D photonic crystals would be
to view them as a “3D interference” phenomenon. To conclude, the potential in 3D photonic crystals for spectral design
is twofold. Firstly, to limit the angular dependence of emission, and secondly, the possibility of tailoring the spectral
width and position of reflectance and transmittance bands using easy-to-come-by-and-process materials simply by tuning
structure and symmetry.
PhCs discussed at the beginning of the section are compounds of dielectrics. As early as 1996, though, Sigalas et al.
pointed out features using metals. The materials would be much smaller in size and weight than the all dielectric
photonic band gap materials, but would be absorbent.68 There is a continued interest in metallic PhCs and some reported
applications in spectral design.69,70
During the last half of the 1990s the manufacture and characterization of 3D PhCs developed from being possible at
millimeter wavelengths to NIR.71–73 In 2006 Aliev et al. reported the successful fabrication of large surface areas of 3D
PhCs optimized for high reflectivity in the MWIR and LWIR bands. The process involved self-assembling large SiO2

§§

http://www.yki.se/en/media/news/Sidor/090831.aspx, 20/08/2014
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spheres, of 0.8 – 4.5μm diameters, followed by melt infiltration with chalcogenide glass Ge33As12Se55 and removal of the
SiO2 spheres by chemical etching.74 The title of the paper indicates fabrication of pigments, but this part of the process is
not described. Characterization of a paint coating system with this kind of synthetic pigment would be very interesting,
but to our knowledge nothing has been reported.
Today, when doing literature search for PhCs, there is a vast amount of matching and very recent references, most with
applications such as PhC-fibers, optical waveguides, components in efficient lasers and other. There are, however, a few
authors reporting research into multispectral SMT. Albertoni et al. simulate a set of PhC structures and show the
possibility of managing the flow of LWIR light around a target and how to control it in order to make a thermal photonic
camouflage device. “The PhC is able to collect thermal light from the environment and transport it virtually on every
point of the devices”. The authors state that these devices can be designed to change the reflection angle in order to
camouflage the spatial signature of the target.75,76 Kadiyala et al. demonstrate, through optical modeling of polymerized
colloidal crystalline array (PCCA) structures, a novel concept that has the potential to enable the use of tunable 3D
photonic crystals for adaptive camouflage. The phenomenon used for tuning is photo-responsive isomerization. The
wavelength shift reported using a diamond lattice structure of spheres surrounded with azobenzene polymer is only a few
nanometers. The authors state, however, that they will continue to optimize the model by varying different lattice
parameters and material properties and that “the ultimate result of all such optimizations is to achieve an all angle
adaptive camouflage coating”.77
To summarize, there is extensive research on photonic crystals and the research for spectral design purposes could
benefit. 3D PhC pigments have been realized using seemingly cost effective fabrication techniques, but the application in
paint coating systems remains to be seen. There are results reported indicating that continued research on PhCs turns into
research on Metamaterials (see next section) and advanced management of light rays.
3.4 Biomimic and Metamaterials
Environmental friendly non-fading brilliant colors seen on the feathers of some birds, and on the wings of butterflies, are
due to structures and are thus called Structural Colors. The phenomenon was first observed and described by Hooke in
“Micrographia” in 1665.78 There has been a vast number of studies since on the optical properties of multilayers in fish
scales, on photonic structures in butterfly wings and on the iridescence from golden beetles etc., describing the structural
colors, the photonic crystals and other optical surface properties in nature.79–86
Structural coloration is based on the reflection of light while pigment coloration is a result of absorption. Structural
colors can be both iridescent, when the color changes with viewing angle (interference or diffraction phenomena), and
non-iridescent, when the color originates from scattering and structural irregularities. Sun et.al. have produced an
excellent review of the different kinds of colors structures, and have also described attempts at mimicking.87 The
coloration of mimicked structures will, as in the natural case, arise through common physical mechanisms such as thin
film or multilayer interference, diffraction gratings, scattering (coherent and incoherent) and photonic crystals etc.,
depending on the composition of the building blocks.
Biomimetics, introduced by Schmitt in 195788, is the art of mimicking structures, found in nature, to improve
functionality in artificial devices and to find inspiration for novel applications.89,90 One example is butterfly wings. They
have been used as a template for preparing replicas in the form of large area periodic ZrO2 structures for potential
applications and integration in optical technology.91 Another example is the reflective scales on the wings of the butterfly
Argyrophorus argenteus, which have broadband reflecting properties. Scaled-up replicas with thicknesses < 1µm have
been manufactured and investigated using microwaves.92 It has been suggested that the structures of cicada wings have a
camouflage-like anti-reflection function93 and inorganic replicas of these structures, for use in solar cell applications, are
now emerging.94
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Tailored reflectance is desirable in SMT. Fractals as a concept was first introduced by Mandelbrot in the 1970s.95 A
fractal is a fragmented geometric shape that is self-similar, i.e. when several parts shaped alike are put together, the new
larger shape, looks like one of the smaller shapes. Fractal structures often have properties between random and ordered
structures and can be of interest in obtaining broadband reflectance. Examples of structures closely resembling fractal
structures are found in nature, these could include mountain ranges, river networks, coastlines, snowflakes, blood vessel
systems and broccoli.
Polarization is another important characteristic in SMT. Polarization is in fact important for the sight of birds and insects;
the dung beetle needs to sense polarization for orientation,96 and there have been some studies of reflected light from the
cuticles of beetles.97–99 Polarization properties vary between: specular reflection, polarizing light circularly, strong
scattering of linear polarized light, preserving polarization and having depolarizing properties.99 Attempts to mimic
polarization effects have also been exemplified by Sun et.al.87
Controllability is yet another example of desirable features in SMT and several examples of dynamic colors exist in
nature, for example in insects or squids. A color change can be caused by a variation in the photonic structure, in the
angle of incident light, in index of refraction contrast, or other environmental stimuli such as humidity or temperature.
Attempts to mimic are exemplified by Sun et.al.87
In biology structures with double functionalities are common. One example is the combination of an optical
characteristic and water repelling function, such as the anti-reflective eyes of a moth. Inspired by this, Askar et.al have
shown how the hydrophobicity of a substrate surface can be enhanced and self-cleaning AR coatings developed, using
structures of nanopillars with high aspect ratio properties. These coatings can be useful in improving conversion
efficiency and reducing glare in optical devices.100
In biology simple materials are used. The most abundant and complex structures found in nature, chitin, cellulose and
chlorophyll, are built from combinations of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. The microstructure of chitin, for example, is,
however, the origin for iridescent colors of butterflies and insects, which in turn have inspired the development of future
photonic structure materials.10194102 In the laboratory environment, on the other hand, very complex materials are created,
but often in very simple structures. Nevertheless, with the development in nanotechnology and manufacturing, and with
inspiration from nature, future combinations of complex materials and advanced structures are assessed to have great
potential – for example, in spectral design for SMT.
Two examples are chosen to show the potential in nano-composites for camouflage. Chun et al. deposit a nanocomposite
coating of Ni-P-CB on an ABS plastic matrix and show that it has low infrared emissivity.103 Wang shows how improved
microwave absorption in a wide band, combined with low infrared emissivity, can be achieved by incorporating TiO2 or
Al2O3 into an ordered mesoporous structure of carbon. Besides good impedance matching, the large surface area and
tunable pore-size make it an interesting material for a vast range of applications. Wang et al. suggest using it for
simultaneous microwave absorption and infrared camouflage.104,105
Metamaterials are often described as artificial structures appearing as a material at some frequency range, with properties
that cannot be found in nature. The properties of metamaterials are gained from the structure instead of the material.
Applications range from perfect or super-focusing lenses, antennas, all-optical memories and gradient-index materials to
“invisibility” cloaking. Even though total invisibility is impossible, the reduction of both optical and acoustic visibility is
important in general terms for signature reduction. However, today, optical metamaterials at visible wavelengths are
extremely thin and rather glossy, which means the synthesis is rather challenging.106
To some extent military signature management and space applications are alike; functionality is needed in a harsh
environment. Venancio et.al, have presented an excellent list of classification of metamaterial with promising properties
for space applications, from surfaces with anti-reflection to absorbent properties, sub-diffraction imaging properties and
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materials with polarization control functions and lastly, spectral properties for filtering and for dichroic properties. They
suggest further studies on following functionalities and metamaterials for space application: An absorber for stray-light
baffling using low-density arrays of long nanotubes and polarization scrambling using either 1D meander structure or
double mesh structures.107
An important part of research, in order to understand and concretize future advanced structures, such as multispectral
camouflage, is modeling and simulation. A few examples of theoretical modeling of metamaterials deal with antireflection properties108, modification of radiation characteristics75, tunable photonic bandgaps for electromagnetic
invisibility cloaks76 and high-absorption surfaces109. Thanks to improvements in micro and nano-technology some are
even experimentally verified. Realization of large surface area lithographic methods, for example micro contact printing
or nano-imprint, is enabled through the use of realistic geometrics for the structures, such as metallic cross grating or
perforated plates.108 Chen has produced an excellent overview and has also theoretically and practically studied the
feasibility and implementation of mantle cloaks for 1-3D objects.110 He found them beneficial for invisibility and
camouflage applications because they reduce the overall visibility.
Today limited bandwidth, losses and imperfections severely limit current metamaterial cloaks. A low profile of an ultrathin mantle cloak improves bandwidth limitations; however, little or nothing is said about the robustness to losses. Often
theoretical simulations show promising results that are difficult to realize due to imperfections.
To summarize, functionality in nature is, to a large extent, based on complex structures and a lot can be mimicked to find
new and effective or multifunctional design solutions, not least in spectral design. There is potential in being able to
combine the complex structures of nature with the complex materials of material science. Great challenges remain to
overcome problems regarding bandwidth and losses at short frequencies.
A final note, the categorization of materials and structure concepts used in this paper is not perfect, as there are materials
and structures that might fit into several categories. There are trends also in materials and structures research it seems.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An overview of materials, surface structures and coating principles of potential interest for signature management
applications using spectral design is presented. In order to limit the scope of the survey, the desired properties used as
indicators were derived from optical multispectral camouflage, i.e. applications requiring low contrast with the
background. The major trends and areas of development are covered, but a systematic review proved to be too ambitious
for the space available in this paper, and some potentially interesting research areas, like for instance graphene or
mimicking shape shifting surfaces from biology, have been left out.
The results are structured in order of increasing complexity, where challenges within one order of complexity could be
regarded a driving force within the next. The starting point is developments in paint coating systems. It is regarded as the
basic, traditional, technology for signature management since it is relatively easy to apply, protective properties can be
built in and it is fairly cheap. The challenge is to combine pigments and binders in a system where the properties of the
components create a synergetic optical response throughout the spectrum from VIS to TIR. Pigments and binders used
for a narrower spectrum are absorbent (emissive) in thermal infrared and hence cannot meet an optically multispectral
threat. The best coatings found are based on coated flake pigments of aluminum. Adhesion, high reflectivity in the
visible spectrum and a tendency to form electrically conductive coatings, which disturb the radar signature, are
remaining challenges.
Here multilayered structures are regarded as the second order of complexity. Breaking metal based multilayers into
pigments is one approach to tailoring the reflectivity, but no paint coating system reported yet meets the potential of the
respective components. Another approach is using non-conducting bandgap materials in layers, either naturally
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polaritonic materials, structured bandgap materials (also called one-dimensional photonic crystals) or a combination
thereof. Using multi-layered structures it is possible to create electro-chromic coatings, making the transmittance
controllable to a certain extent across interesting optical wavelengths. This latter technique is assessed to have potential
through the use of suitably pixel-sized decals on military platforms, maybe in combination with other coating systems.
One foreseeable challenge is gloss.
The optical response of any one-dimensional structure is, however, bound to be dependent on the angle of incidence of
irradiating light, which is why there is great interest in the development of structured bandgap materials in three
dimensions, so called 3D photonic crystals. The advantage expected is not being dependent on rare properties of specific
materials, but instead being able to tailor reflectance bands by tuning the size of a periodic structure, using suitable
materials easier to obtain or process. Photonic crystals for infrared wavelengths have been reported, but there are no
reports yet, to our knowledge, on the characterization of a coating system for signature management.
Our fourth order of complexity is biomimic and metamaterials. To learn more about the properties of complex structures
many researchers are now turning to biology. In biology there are examples of interesting optical properties, such as ageresistant and environmentally friendly colors, originating from complex structures made out of relatively simple
materials. Laboratories report advanced material combinations, albeit in relatively simple structures. Consequently, there
is potential in combining advanced materials with complex structures from nature, and developments in nano-technology
show great promise. Hopefully it will be possible to combine properties and satisfy military requirements for surfaces
other than the optical response, such as dirt resistance, thereby increasing the military utility of spectral design.
None of the reports found have studied all six of the desired characteristics of a multispectral optical coating for
signature management. Gloss is sometimes mentioned indirectly, but without being quantified. Often only the specular or
integrated reflectance is reported. In research on biomimetics and metamaterials there are reports on polarization
properties, but only, it seems, because the application is related to antennas. Characterization of optical coatings in the
radar wavelength range was only found in one report. Either, there is still a lack of interest in studying multispectral
properties, or the correct nomenclature was not used when probing for results, or these areas are classified. There is,
however, a great interest in low emissive coatings in the civilian energy sector or, militarily, for heat control or space
applications. Most coatings are assessed only to have controllability when designed, and could be used for static
signature systems. Controllability for near real-time applications may be obtained using electro-chromic devices based
on conducting polymers, or further in the future using tunable 3D photonic crystal.
In summary there are no ready-made solutions to optically multispectral, spectral design coatings for signature
management. There are, however, promising ideas about how to move forward, which is why spectral design is assessed
to have continued great potential. The utility of spectral design is also assessed to benefit from research into other
applications and from commercial interest in nano-technology, boosted, for example, by the electronics, construction and
energy industries.

5. FUTURE WORK
Based on the conclusions of the results reported, there is obviously great interest in continuing research into advanced
materials and structures, and their characterization. There are, however, few results reported on applied spectral design
coatings for signature management. It would be interesting, from a military utility point of view, to learn more about how
the different approaches to spectral design could be combined in applied coatings – and what properties these structures
could have. A first step must be learning more about how to model the optical behavior of such a compound coating
system, with multiple materials in complex structures – both in order to be able to design usable coatings meeting
functional requirements, and to put relevant functional requirements on spectral design.
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This also highlights a second research area of great interest. What are the requirements of military coatings applied to
platforms, uniforms or other systems? Without specific requirements the true military utility of spectral design, the
performance achieved by coatings, and related research, cannot be assessed. Therefore, in order to spend limited military
R&D funding more effectively, and to meet more quickly the survivability requirements of signature management
systems from an increased threat, there is a need to study the balancing process depicted in the introduction. There is a
need to understand or develop the process of how to assess the military utility of advances in spectral design, and in the
other direction, how to get from desired military utility to the relevant requirements of spectral design. The work
presented here forms one end of the process and recent work111 on the concept of military utility forms the other. Using
this concept the military utility of signature management applied to a system, e.g. a combat vehicle, is considered to be a
compound measurement of its military effectiveness, its suitability to the military capability system concerned, and its
affordability.
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